E~e&sive air-shower trajectories and sizes ( 
measured usirg an optical detection system at Volcano Ranch Station near Albuquerque, New Mexico, Light produced by atmospheric scintillation and Cherenkov emission by shower particles %as measured at distances of 0.7 to -10 km. The shower sizes determined by the optical measurements are in satisfactory agreement (an average of l0% higher) with measurements by the ground-level scintillation-counter array at Volcano 8aneh.
Ultrahigh-energy
(&10" eV) cosmic rays are potentially useful for studying high-energy nuclear interactions. Up to now, the combination of small incident flux and limited detector size has prevented the full exploitation of this potential.
In 1965, Greieen' described the possibility of detection of remote air showers by optical methods, a scheme which would enable a detector to have an effective viewing volQIQe Gf 10 m, but Subsequent attempts ' ' to use t, his method were unsuccessful. In this Letter we report measurements of H. ght production by distant air Showers, using an optical System consisting Of three "mirror units" described below. A system consisting of 6'7 Fig. 1 ). The determination of a shower trajectory from the optical data involved a two-step fitting procedure. First, the location of the shower-detector plane in space was determined by fitting a straight line to the phototube data of Fig. 1 . Next, the shower's impact parameter R~a nd ground impact angle P (see Fig. 2) were determined from the arrivaltime measurements plotted in Fig. 3 . In order to determine both R~a nd g from the optical data it is necessary that there by significant curvature in the graph illustrated by Fig. 3 . Since a given shower could pass through the aperture of no more than two of the three mirror units, the field of view was so small that little curvature was present; so fits were made possible by constraining the trajectories to pass through the point of impact of the shower core with the ground, as determined by the SA. Comparison of shower trajectories so obtained with those determined independently by the SA yielded average differences of magnitude 4. 8' in the projected zenith angle a (see Fig. 1 Fig. 4(a) , assuming that light production is a constant, isotropie, 4.0 photons per meter per particle. Ratios above 1.0 imply that more light was received than was expected from atmospheric scintillation. The data of Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(b) , which include corrections for those effects, show very little angular dependence. The large peak at 9 & 30' in Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(b) This work has been supported by the National
